
#

91

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6052 273 4.78 1.59 N/A N/A 25.5 7.29 4.32 123" 18

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST vs Run, Pursuit, Mental Processing, Play Speed, UOH

WORST

INJURIES

DE, DT

Best suited as a strongside DE in 4-3 and should be rotated out or moved inside as a change-
of-pace rusher on obvious passing downs due to marginal edge rush ability and lack of 
speed/bend. Can also play as a 5t DE in 3-4 scheme.

2015-Knee, Arthroscopic Surgery (Training Camp), Neck (DNP Week 17) / 2013-L Knee, 
Torn Patellar Tendon (IR Week 4) / 2012-Knee (IR Week 16) / 2011-Knee (DNP Week 1), 
Ankle (DNP Week 17) / 2010-Knee (DNP Week 12) / 2009-Shoulder, Torn Rotator Cuff 
(DNP Weeks 11-13, IR Week 14)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

Career-176 tackles with 28 sacks, 25 PBU, 10 FF and 2 FR / Logged 44 tackles with 9.5 
sacks, 4 PBU and 3 FF over past 2 seasons w/DET / 2015-DET ranked 19th vs Run (113 
ypg, 4.2 ypc) / 2014-DET ranked 1st vs Run (69.3 ypg, 3.2 ypc)

EASTERN MICHIGAN (MIEA)

8th-year pro who has started 65-of-97 games w/TEN (08-11), SEA (12) and DET (13-15). 2nd season as starting
LDE under DC Teryl Austin and DL Coach Kris Kocurek in DET’s 1-gap 4-3 scheme, moves inside to DT in
obvious passing situations. Coming off offseason arthroscopic surgery and has missed 20 games over past 5
seasons w/knee injuries, including majority of 2013 w/torn patellar in L knee. Possesses elite height and arm
length with long legs and a high-cut upper body, solid overall build with well-distributed thickness throughout
frame. Solid overall AA displaying quickness/agility, solid burst/explosion and adequate bend. Solid interior
pass rusher who plays with a very high motor and shows great pursuit, displays solid upfield burst with good
quickness/agility to shake/jab-step and keep blockers off balance. Good overall UOH and is active w/hands,
often clears with a quick club/rip. Excels on stunts/twists from interior due to quickness/agility and maintains a
very tight rush to continue pressing the pocket. Good awareness of set points as an edge rusher, takes advantage 
of oversets and shows good quickness on inside moves, solid counter ability with push/pull arm-over technique.
Good recognition of screens/bootlegs and will break off his rush to cover or pursue QB when needed. Very good
mental processing to quickly diagnose the run and has good play speed to execute and make plays on the ball.
Sets the edge as playside defender by stacking blocks with solid strength and hand placement/length, good UOH
and range to disengage and make stops in the hole, shows good burst/quickness on inside move to make stops
in the backfield with very good pursuit as backside defender. Adequate edge rushing ability, lacks great
speed/burst to pressure outside shoulder off edge, marginal bend/cornering ability and often ends up on the
ground or gets washed when trying to take the edge, must win on inside moves to have success, plays high and
leaves chest exposed causing him to take big punches, marginal strength/leverage to collapse the pocket with
bull/long-arm (interior or edge) and is unable to convert speed-to-power, also unable to generate much
power/burst from a 2-point stance. Leverage issues also show up in run game and can negate his strength
causing him to get stood up or sealed when facing down/kick out blocks. Overall a solid starting DE you can win
with who excels as a 2-down edge-setting run defender and can create solid pressure from the interior due to
effort and pursuit. Best suited as a strongside DE in 4-3 and should be rotated out or moved inside as a change-
of-pace rusher on obvious passing downs due to marginal edge rush ability and lack of speed/bend. Can also
play as a 5T DE in 3-4 scheme. Likely has already hit his peak and history of knee injuries at his age is a concern.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

97
Games Started

65
Games Won

Edge Rush, Bend, Leverage

PROJECTION Overall a solid starting DE you can win with who excels as a 2-down edge-setting run 
defender and can create solid pressure from the interior due to effort and pursuit. Likely 
has already hit his peak and history of knee injuries at his age is a concern.

2015: @SD 9/13, vs DEN 9/27, @MIN 9/20, @GB 11/15, @NO 12/21

55
Winning %

57%
Positions Started

Prospect (Last, First)

Jones, Jason

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DE, DT
DOB (Age)

5-23-86 (30)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

DiJulio, Mike

TEAM

Detroit Lions08-2nd-TEN

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE


